LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
and Faith. And when, in the latter half of the nineteenth
century, there was the steady advance of scicnhtir
thought, rationalism became the philosophy in office, so
to speak. To dislodge it, however, there was a scries 01
reactions.  However much the one may have tri<*<l t^
dethrone the other from the minds of men, the hunum
mind oscillates and will ever oscillate between Reason on
the one hand and Faith on the other. They arc, so to
say, the systole and diastole of the human heart in
history. We have living and seeing intuition, only when
we have an outlook with an equal measure of scu'ntirir
doubt and trust in Providence. A great writer says that
"this vital and penetrating intuition is the eye of Cyclops
which completes and never cancels the other two".  It ^
a process of synthesis that we want. If we approach n
religious life with a thoroughly rationalistic outlook, we
shall miss a great deal of its sweetness ; nay, we shall
not be able to realize this life in its true perspective, just
as we cannot explain the existence of psychological Hfc
through the dissection of the bodily organs through
which it vibrates invisible and unseen. An attitude of
compromise may quiet many a mind, rendered sterile by
hard scepticism, just as it quieted, to a certain extent, th<-
Victorian conflict, the reactions against which arc flu'
Oxford Movement and the Mysticism of Carlylc. Cannot
the two antithetical forms of spirit be wedded together ?
It is not merely on this ground that I have omitted
the supernatural phenomena in this great life. As he was
a supreme Bhakta, those supernatural phenomena must
always occupy an insignificant position in the scale of
spiritual values, except illustrating the sublime and
beautiful play of Divine Grace in the life of a devotee,
Vijaykrishna was one of those saints, the finest flower
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